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’Uborkaszezon’ – which literally translates as ’cucumber season’, probably 
taken from the German equivalent ’Sauergurkenzeit – may be the most 
frequently used term in hot summer months by anyone involved in 
the public life of Hungarian-speaking communities around the world. 
In practice, this usually means that nothing ever happens in politics 
between the end of June and the beginning of September. I assure you 
that the July edition of Focusing on Hungary will prove the old wisdom 
wrong.

July brought exciting developments in Hungarian foreign policy: the 
country took over the Presidency of the Visegrad Group and started 
the term very strongly. First, President of Egypt Abdel Fattah el-Sisi paid 
a visit to Budapest and participated in a meeting of the V4 heads of 
government. Later in the month, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán 
and the other V4 leaders gathered once again to hold talks with Benjamin 
Netanyahu, the Prime Minister of Israel – an event that we should simply 
call historical. Századvég’s International Analyst, Zsófia Agárdy, covers 
this topic in the current issue.

Another feature of historical significance this month was an event of 
both regional and global importance: the visit of Donald J. Trump, the 
President of the United States, to Warsaw. Senior International Analyst 
Gergely Berzi discusses the key takeaways of the Presidential visit in the 
current edition.

July is also home to the most significant Hungarian political gathering 
of the summer – the Bálványos Open University, held in Tusnádfürdő 
[Băile Tușnad], Romania. The highlight of the intellectual program of 
the festival has long been Viktor Orbán’s address, which did not fail 
to provoke thoughts and reactions this year, either. I am proud that 
Századvég Foundation continued its year-by-year growing presence at 
the festival: we hosted, moderated and participated in various panel 
discussions and other events during the week-long program. Our take on 
the PM’s speech this year is reflected in a piece by Századvég’s Director 
for Foreign Affairs Dávid J. Szabó.
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We continue the publication of analytical pieces on the results of our 2nd 

annual representative EU-wide opinion survey, Project 28. The team of 
Századvég’s Economic Policy Research Group provides in-depth analysis 
on what we call the “shrinking middle-class” syndrome, as perceived by 
the European electorate.

Last but not least, Századvég’s polling team introduces the results of our 
domestic opinion poll digging into Hungarians’ perception of the 2017 
World Aquatics Championships hosted by Budapest, and its implications 
for national identity.

With this mental picture of refreshing, clear blue waters, I wish you a 
great summer holiday and look forward to presenting you with the next 
issue of Focusing on Hungary in one month’s time.

Zsolt Barthel-Rúzsa
Chairman
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DOMESTIC POLITICS

FOCUSING ON A  
STRONG HUNGARY
Orbán’s Tusnádfürdő speech, July 22

DÁVID J. SZABÓ 
DIRECTOR FOR  
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

With his 2017 speech at the Bálványos Summer University in Tusnádfürdő 
[Băile Tușnad], the Prime Minister of Hungary kicked off the long 
political season leading up to the 2018 election early and in powerful 
fashion. Having been in power for over seven years, Orbán provided 
the audience with his narrative for his cabinets’ most important policy 
actions. Furthermore, he made another step towards transforming the 
definition of the country’s 2010-2017 foreign policy into something that 
might one day be called “the Orbán doctrine”.

His annual speech at the Bálványos Summer University has for a long time 
represented a cornerstone of PM Orbán’s annual political calendar. The 
analytical consensus puts his Transylvanian speech alongside the usual 
State of the Nation address as the most important public addresses of 
the year, and it often helps define the PM’s vision both in the domestic 
and in the foreign policy realm. (His off-the-record speech at the annual 
gathering of Fidesz’s intellectual circles in Kötcse is the only other occasion 
matching the importance of those two events.)

In 2017, the Prime Minister’s speech had a dual structure, with both 
parts focusing on the notion of a strong Hungary. In the first part, Orbán 
explained what his governments have done in this respect since 2010, 
while the second described the external circumstances and room for 
maneuver the country currently enjoys. While the first part of the speech 
is an accurate account of the most significant policy decisions of the last 
seven years, one may also draw from it a picture of the challenges the 
Prime Minister considers to be the most important. His answers during 
the Q&A session contain a few sentences that may serve as the Prime 
Minister’s unwritten foreign and security policy credo.

A RESULTS-DRIVEN DOMESTIC AGENDA FOR 
THE MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING OF 
HUNGARIANS

In Orbán’s problem and outcomes map, which may also serve as a 
guide to the results-based part of the messaging for his 2018 election 
campaign, the economic well-being and subsequent strengthening of 

In Orbán’s problem and 
outcomes map, which may also 
serve as a guide to the results-
based part of the messaging 
for his 2018 election campaign, 
the economic well-being and 
subsequent strengthening of 
Hungary’s citizens takes center 
stage.
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Hungary’s citizens takes center stage: he mentioned fiscal and monetary 
consolidation, as well as public and foreign private debt reduction, as 
important first steps early in his first term, followed by facilitation of  
the return of economic growth and promotion of job creation (these we 
witnessed between 2012 and 2015), and, last but not least, triggering 
investment in innovation and technology, which is the greatest challenge 
and opportunity the government faces now.

The PM assigned demography, as the strategically most significant 
challenge the country is now facing, a prominent role in his speech, 
citing that family support policies and income redistribution in favor of 
families with children are necessary but insufficient factors in reversing 
the demographic decline.

The hard and soft security of Hungarians were emphasized through 
the need to improve the Hungarian military, as well as maintenance 
of strict border protections, including the Southern border fence, and 
strengthening of national identity while preserving cultural identity, 
which is most starkly threatened by irregular mass migration.

Though the strongest foreign policy statements were part of the Q&A 
session, it is worth mentioning that the Prime Minister named three areas 
where his government plans to further improve its results: fighting for a 
strong say in the debate on the distribution of power between Brussels and 
the EU member states; further strengthening the Visegrad Cooperation; and 
continued responsibility for Hungarian communities living outside Hungary.

NATIONAL INTEREST ABOVE ALL – AN UNWRITTEN 
FOREIGN POLICY DOCTRINE?

To conservatives and realists, foreign policy driven by the national 
interest is a self-evident fact rather than a doctrine. The notion had, 
however, been regarded as outright provocation by Western elites – until 
the inauguration speech of US President Donald J. Trump, in which he 
restored the predominant place for national interest in foreign policy 
thinking and rhetoric.

DOMESTIC POLITICS
FOCUSING ON A  
STRONG HUNGARY
Orbán’s Tusnádfürdő speech, July 22

It reflects something that 
we can already call an era in 
Hungarian foreign policy – an 
era characterized by a national-
interests based, pragmatic and 
balanced foreign policy in which 
belonging to stable and lasting 
alliances and groupings, such as 
the NATO, the EU and the
Visegrad Group, does not in any 
way prevent the country from 
forging dynamic cooperations 
with all other relevant actors in 
the international arena, based 
on mutual, mostly economic and 
stability interests.

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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Answering a question from the audience, the Prime Minister stated that 
“the guiding star of Hungary’s foreign policy is Hungarian interest. Our 
one and only duty is to shape Hungary’s external relations in a way 
that serves the Hungarian interest. […] What we need to do – though 
this is harder, more complicated, but not impossible – is, we need to 
shape a relationship with every single country that is important from the 
perspective of our existence, such that our success is in their interest, 
too. This is the art.” Orbán went on to mention Russia, the USA, China, 
Israel and Turkey as successful examples of bilateral cooperation, adding 
later that the only missing piece of the puzzle is Brussels. “This is a task 
to solve after the upcoming elections. It is not impossible, I see a chance 
for this, there will be a deal, but we need more time for that.”

The above formulation and logic, together with Orbán’s notion that 
his government has been working according to these principles for the 
last seven years, reflects something that we can already call an era in 
Hungarian foreign policy – an era characterized by a national-interests-
based, pragmatic and balanced foreign policy in which belonging to stable 
and lasting alliances and groupings, such as the NATO, the EU and the 
Visegrad Group, does not in any way prevent the country from forging 
dynamic cooperations with all other relevant actors in the international 
arena, based on mutual, mostly economic and stability interests.

One may like it or not. Underestimating Orbán’s logic and the strategic 
vision would, however, be a major mistake.

DOMESTIC POLITICS
FOCUSING ON A  
STRONG HUNGARY
Orbán’s Tusnádfürdő speech, July 22

Source: Official Facebook page of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán
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DOMESTIC POLITICS

WORLD AQUATICS  
CHAMPIONSHIPS: SUCCESS,  
PRIDE, TOGETHERNESS

ÁRON HIDVÉGI
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC OPINION  
AND MARKET RESEARCH

Between 14 and 30 July, Hungary hosted the largest sport event in its 
history: the 17th FINA World Aquatics Championships for swimmers, 
divers, synchronized swimmers and water polo players. The event was 
a central topic in both social and political discourse, which is why the 
Századvég Foundation completed two rounds of public opinion polls of 
the Hungarian population regarding their awareness, acceptance and 
opinions in relation to the World Aquatics Championship and its opening 
ceremony.

STRONG PUBLIC SUPPORT

The poll results show that more than three quarters of the population – 
78% – supported Hungary’s hosting of the World Aquatics Championship, 
while only 16% of respondents were against it.
 
DO YOU SUPPORT OR OPPOSE HUNGARY HOSTING  
THE WORLD AQUATICS CHAMPIONSHIPS THIS YEAR? (%) 1

Source: Századvég Foundation
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SUCCESSFUL OPENING CEREMONY

In the days following the opening of the championships (15-16 July 2017, 
500-person sample, CATI [computer-assisted telephone interviewing] 
technique), according to the first round of research results, virtually 
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WORLD AQUATICS  
CHAMPIONSHIPS: SUCCESS,  
PRIDE, TOGETHERNESS

the entire Hungarian population had heard about the Hungarian World 
Aquatics Championships: 99% of the population were aware that the 
championships were being held in Hungary. There was also a high level 
of interest towards the opening ceremony: nearly two thirds of adult 
residents (72%) saw the ceremony or heard about it in the news. More 
than one in every three people (35%) watched the entire ceremony – 
most of them following the television coverage – while 37% saw some 
of it or heard about it on the news.

The vast majority of people who watched all or part of the event – 
83% – liked the opening ceremony, only 16% were left with a negative 
impression, while 1% did not have an opinion on the issue.

PROUD HUNGARY, PROUD BUDAPEST

In the second round of the survey, between 21 and 25 July, 1,000 people 
were contacted via telephone, focusing on sentiments and attitudes 
towards the event.

DO YOU THINK BUDAPEST AND HUNGARY CAN BE PROUD THAT  
BUDAPEST ARE HOSTING THE WORLD AQUATICS CHAMPIONSHIPS? (%) 2

Source: Századvég Foundation
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population had heard about 
the Hungarian World Aquatics 
Championships: 99% of the 
population were aware that the 
championships were being held 
in Hungary.
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The results show that most Hungarians were proud of the fact that 
the World Aquatics Championships were being held in Hungary, and 
felt that both Budapest and Hungary could be proud of how they had 
hosted a global event. Three quarters of respondents (74%) were proud 
that Hungary was hosting the World Aquatics Championships, while 
nearly one in two respondents (47%) reported being very proud. Half 
of the population (50%) felt that both Budapest and the country as a 
whole could be very proud that Budapest hosted the World Aquatics 
Championships, while one third (32%) were quite proud of the country. 
In total, 15% responded negatively to the question, while 3% couldn’t 
provide an answer.
 
The survey also demonstrated that the vast majority of the population 
(93%) reported a positive impact if Hungarian athletes perform 
exceptionally: three quarters (74%) are very proud, while every fifth 
person is quite proud, while only 7% reported being either hardly or not 
at all affected by the results of the Hungarian athletes.

THE CENTER OF INTEREST AND ATTENTION

There was great interest not only for the opening ceremony, but also for 
the sporting events themselves. 79% of the adult population followed 
the events of the World Aquatics Championships in some shape or form.

THE IMPACT OF THE WORLD AQUATICS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Several questions were asked to map the population’s deeper sentiments 
and thoughts regarding the hosting of the World Aquatics Championships. 
Most of the population shared the opinion that it was worth hosting 
the World Aquatics Championships in Budapest because it introduces 
Hungary to the world, as well as encouraging tourism. 89% of respondents 
agreed with the first idea to some extent – every second respondent 
fully agreed – while 81% of participants in the survey believe that it was 
beneficial for tourism. Almost three quarters (73%) of the Hungarian 
population believe that the hosting the event should make the Hungarian 

There was great interest not 
only for the opening ceremony, 
but also for the sporting 
events themselves. 79% of the 
adult population followed the 
events of the World Aquatics 
Championships in some shape 
or form.
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population proud that Hungary is capable of hosting such an event. 
More than half (59%) of respondent believe that hosting a prominent 
sporting event is beneficial for job creation: one in every four respondents 
fully agrees that the World Aquatics Championship created new jobs, 
more than one in three respondents (36%) partly agree, while 38% of 
respondents were skeptical of there being more jobs. It is also evident 
that more than half agree with the statement that the Budapest World 
Championships strengthen the togetherness of the Hungarian people: 
one fifth of respondents (21%) completely agree, and 38% partly agree.

According to the results of the survey, three quarters of the population 
reject the idea that hosting the World Aquatics Championships in Budapest 
destroys the country financially. 43% of respondents completely disagree 
with this, while nearly one third (31%) partly reject the statement, while 
one quarter of respondents (23%) in some way agree with this statement.

ARE YOU FOLLOWING THE WORLD AQUATICS CHAMPIONSHIPS? (%) 3
Source: Századvég Foundation
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ZSÓFIA AGÁRDY 
ANALYST

FOREIGN POLICY

BENJAMIN NETANYAHU’S  
HISTORICAL VISIT
Hungary and the V4 countries emerge  
as Israel’s strategic allies

On 18 July, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu arrived in Hungary 
for a four-day visit, an unusually long stay in the diplomatic world, creating 
an opportunity for Mr. Netanyahu to also strengthen his relationship 
with Hungarian PM, Viktor Orbán on a less formal basis. The visit bears 
genuine historic significance, as it was the first time for an Israeli Prime 
Minister in office to come to Hungary for almost 30 years.

One could clearly observe that the international press was puzzled by 
the striking gestures mutually displayed by the two prime ministers, as 
it became apparent that Hungary is among the most pro-Israel countries 
in the EU. Relations with Israel are crucially important for the Hungarian 
government, as Israel is not only a bastion of the Jewish-Christian Western 
civilization in the Middle East, and the region’s only stable democracy, 
it is also the third largest real foreign investor in Hungary, according to 
the Hungarian National Bank’s analysis.

This means that forging a relationship with Israel is not only a moral 
duty but of fundamental economic interest of Hungary. In terms of 
effective cooperation, it is worth noting that Europe’s second largest 
Jewish population is to be found in Hungary and is experiencing a 
social, economic and cultural renaissance. There are few governments 
in Europe where Jewish culture and heritage and the preservation of 
Jewish traditions receive such significant government support. According 
to our own estimations, since 2011, the Government of Hungary has 
provided support for Hungarian Jewish in the amount of HUF 19 billion 
(approx. EUR 61 million), with synagogues and community spaces being 
renewed all over the country and the initiation of a national program for 
the restoration of Jewish cemeteries. The GoH, furthermore, undertook 
the responsibility for the country to host the 2019 European Maccabi 
Games, providing financing for the organizational costs and the physical 
infrastructure of the event with an expected participation of thousands 
of Jewish athletes from all over Europe and other regions.

The Israeli PM’s visit had not, at all times, seemed to become the success 
story which it finally turned out to be: a historically significant Hungarian 
Jewish interest group, MAZSIHISZ [Association of Jewish Communities 
in Hungary] had been intensely lobbying the Government of Israel to 

Relations with Israel are crucially 
important for the Hungarian 
government, as Israel is not 
only a bastion of the Jewish-
Christian Western civilization in 
the Middle East, and the region’s 
only stable democracy, it is also 
the third largest real foreign 
investor in Hungary.
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BENJAMIN NETANYAHU’S  
HISTORICAL VISIT
Hungary and the V4 countries emerge  
as Israel’s strategic allies

express concerns or even cancel the visit due to the GoH’s billboard 
campaign putting the portrait of Hungarian-born billionaire George 
Soros, who himself has Jewish roots, in focus. The Ambassador of Israel 
to Hungary caused some excitement within the MFA of Israel when he 
issued a statement openly criticizing the GoH for the billboard campaign, 
just days before the visit. Yossi Amran’s statement, however, was later 
corrected by Jerusalem in a way that made it clear that the State of 
Israel is just as concerned about George Soros’ nontransparent political 
activities against the Jewish state, played out through NGOs, as PM 
Orbán’s cabinet is.

The bilateral part of the visit itself was characterized by mutual gestures: 
the two heads of government put a firm stop to the hysteria surrounding 
comments made on former governor of Hungary Miklós Horthy. Following 
the 18 July meeting, during a shared press conference the Hungarian 
Prime Minister once again – and perhaps more unequivocally than ever 
before – acknowledged the responsibility of the Hungarian state for the 
crimes committed against its Jewish citizens during the Second World 
War. “I sought to clearly articulate that in an earlier period in history, 
when it failed to protect Hungary’s citizens of Jewish origin, Hungary’s 
government not only committed an error, but a crime. I would like to make 
it clear that, as we see it, it is the duty of every Hungarian government 
to protect every one of its citizens – regardless of their origins. In the 
Second World War Hungary failed to fulfil this duty – this moral and 
political duty. This was a crime. Then, instead of protecting the Jewish 
community, we decided to collaborate with the Nazis. I also made it clear 
to the Honorable Prime Minister that this can never happen again: in the 
future the Hungarian government shall protect all of its citizens” – said 
Mr. Orbán.

In his reply Netanyahu thanked the Hungarian PM (“I appreciate that. 
These are important words.”) and underlined that though they were 
aware of the past, it was more important to look to the future. The parties 
reinforced Netanyahu’s words by emphasizing the need for tangible 
measures of deepening the bilateral economic cooperation. Netanyahu 
also thanked Orbán for “standing up for Israel in the international forums”, 
claiming that this way he also stood on the side of truth. 

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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In our assessment, Hungarian-Israeli relations are based on pragmatism 
alongside shared values and common interests. Out of the latter, migration 
is a premier mutual point of interest, with both countries placing a strong 
emphasis on border protection, especially given the fact that both 
governments have come under sharp criticism for their border protection 
policy. Israel, furthermore, is key to stability in the Middle East, from where 
a significant proportion of migrants arrived to Europe in the past years.

It must also be noted that it is in the national interests of both Israel 
and Hungary to restrict – especially the illegal – migration influx, as a 
growth in the Muslim population in Israel and in Europe is likely to lead 
to a rise in anti-Semitism, putting the Jewish communities of Israel and 
Western Europe at further risk.

Hungary and Israel share their firm commitment to national sovereignty 
and democracy: “I’m convinced that, in today’s world, the successful 
governments are patriotic governments. And I’m also convinced that in 
the future success will belong to those countries which, in their words 
and actions, do not discard national identity and the national interest, 
but perhaps place them before all else” – said Viktor Orbán, summarizing 
his sympathy for the Israeli Prime Minister.

The four-day visit included another highlight: a brand-new format of 
cooperation in a V4+ Israel summit. Agreement was made during the 
meeting regarding cooperation on anti-terrorism, as well as the creation 
of a shared working group between the V4 and Israel in the field of 
technological cooperation. The biggest success of the meeting and 
evidence of the importance of future cooperation was that Netanyahu 
invited the prime ministers of the Visegrád countries to Israel, meaning 
that the dialogue initiated in Budapest will continue in 2018.

In the follow-up press conference Orbán emphasized that the EU-Israel 
relations were not at a sufficient level as of present. “We would like these 
relations to be governed by rationality, and for criticism of Israel to be 
replaced by the opening of the gate to cooperation with the country – 
and the creation of this possibility” – stated Orbán, who then declared 
that “For its part Hungary will represent this political viewpoint within 
the European Union”.

FOREIGN POLICY
BENJAMIN NETANYAHU’S  
HISTORICAL VISIT
Hungary and the V4 countries emerge  
as Israel’s strategic allies

The biggest success of the 
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the importance of future 
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invited the V4 prime ministers 
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FOREIGN POLICY

TRUMP’S FOREIGN POLICY  
MISSION UNVEILED IN WARSAW
The right speech delivered  
in the right place

GERGELY BERZI 
SENIOR ANALYST

As far as first foreign speeches go, Donald Trump’s remarks to the people 
of Poland were indeed historic. While his remarks were heavily criticized 
by some of the leading Western European politicians, the US president 
spoke the same language as the governments and peoples of the Visegrad 
Region. For the most part, the address can be interpreted as a thoughtful 
courtship of the grateful Polish crowd, but it was also a clear message of 
support aimed at like-minded Central European countries, and a warning 
directed at the whole of Western civilization.

It is easy to draw comparison between President Trump’s Warsaw 
speech and President Obama’s famous address at Cairo University, often 
referred to as “A New Beginning”, which is also already remembered 
as a landmark in the history of US presidential speeches abroad. One 
can only hope that the list of similarities end right there, because eight 
years after the Cairo address, which was meant to redefine the dreadful 
relationship between the US and the Muslim world, the Middle East is still 
in disarray. The speech now symbolizes the huge gap between Obama’s 
poor foreign policy legacy and the naive optimism that once surrounded 
his presidency. Speaking in Warsaw, President Trump “offered the core 
of what could become a governing philosophy (…) a determined and 
affirmative defense of the Western tradition”, as the editorial team of The 
Wall Street Journal so well put it. So the stakes are once again incredibly 
high, and we Europeans should hope that the Trump administration does 
a better job at delivering on its goals.

Location, location, location – of all the people in politics, Donald Trump, 
the billionaire real estate mogul turned US president, should best know 
the “three” most important factors determining property value. This 
partly applies to the first foreign speech of any political leader: location 
is definitely the first factor, the other two being substance and, most 
importantly, implementation.

Most famous speeches are remembered by the city they were delivered in, 
and if you think of US presidents in Europe, you will most likely remember 
them visiting Germany. No need to go back to John F. Kennedy’s “Ich bin ein 
Berliner” speech or Ronald Reagan’s call upon Mikhail Gorbachev to “tear 

http://www.szazadveg.hu
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down this wall”, which both happened in Berlin. Just think of President 
Obama’s ever so friendly trips to Germany, which didn’t cease after he 
left office. His closest ideological ally was clearly Angela Merkel, who was 
unanimously declared “the next leader of the free world” by the liberal 
mainstream media after Trump replaced Obama. Chancellor Merkel didn’t 
do much to ease the tension when she timed the latest heart-felt public 
conversation with Obama just hours before Trump arrived on his first visit 
to Europe, which was marked by conflicts and protests. It is no wonder that 
the president chose to deliver his first foreign speech in Warsaw, where he 
was greeted by a cheerful and friendly crowd. But convenience was not 
the most important factor in his decision. To put it bluntly, President Trump 
wants to defend the traditional, Judeo-Christian Western civilization from 
internal and external threats, and in this mission he can rely on his Central 
European allies more than on other current leaders on the continent. 
His landmark speech and his voluntary participation in the Three Seas 
Initiative summit of regional countries greatly increased the significance 
of Central and Eastern Europe. Trump recognized that our region could be 
the key to dealing with the three major challenges that he perceives are 
threatening Western civilization – Russian aggression in the east, migration 
and terrorism from the Middle East, and the creeping bureaucracy that 
we in the European Union are all so familiar with.

Trump’s Warsaw speech should be interpreted as the direct sequel to 
his inaugural address, where he began to lay down the foundation of 
the new US foreign policy. Back then he said that the US “will seek 
friendship and goodwill with the nations of the world – but (…) with 
the understanding that it is the right of all nations to put their own 
interests first” and will “not seek to impose our way of life on anyone, 
but rather to let it shine as an example for everyone to follow”. This 
reflects an uncompromising stance for national sovereignty, which has 
been the bedrock of the Visegrad Cooperation as of late. With six months’ 
worth of presidential experience, Trump continued to formulate his own 
doctrine, which is based on a traditional, but ever so relevant approach: 
the West must defend itself if it wants to survive. Anyone who has paid 
any attention to Hungarian politics in recent years has to realize the 
apparent resemblance to the political philosophy of Viktor Orbán and his 
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government. The only major difference that comes to mind is the absence 
of the question of demography from Trump’s narrative. In Europe, the 
future of Europe is very closely related to the European populations’ 
ability to reverse their dramatic decline. For liberals and globalists, who 
want to build a multicultural, supranational European entity, unregulated 
mass migration is the answer, regardless of the cultural consequences. 
For conservatives, who advocate the preservation of national sovereignty 
and our predominantly Judeo-Christian culture, perhaps the most 
important political goal of the century is to find an internal answer to 
our demographic crisis. It is yet unclear how President Trump aims to 
strengthen the West’s “will to survive” and “confidence in our values”, 
in order to “preserve our civilization in the face of those who would 
subvert and destroy it”. But here in Europe, we know for certain that 
population growth is both the key to our civilization’s survival and the 
unmistakable indicator of our chances. We also don’t know how the 
current US administration plans to accomplish its civilizational mission, 
but he is definitely looking in the right direction and at the right region.

In conclusion, from Hungary’s point of view: the fact that President 
Trump chose Warsaw as the location of his first foreign speech holds 
tremendous significance; the substance of his remarks are very 
consistent with the foreign policy of Hungary and with the worldview 
of the majority of our people; and we can sincerely hope that his 
administration successfully implements the foreign policy that was 
outlined in this landmark address.
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ECONOMY

HUNGARIAN SOLUTION  
TO THE EUROPEAN  
MIDDLE-CLASS CRISIS

LÁSZLÓ GYÖRGY PhD
CHIEF ECONOMIST

1

One of the key lessons from Századvég’s representative opinion poll 
Project 28, conducted in the 28 member states of the EU, is that while 
the middle class in Western Europe and further afield in America, who 
seem to have lost the most due to globalization – think that things are 
going in the wrong direction, Hungary’s citizens remain more confident. 
This may be explained by the fact that the Hungarian government has 
re-distributed HUF 1.1 billion annually for working families since 2011.

GLOBAL PICTURE

Through the tightening of international economic relations and job 
creation, in recent decades hundreds of millions of people have been 
lifted out of poverty in countries like India and China – becoming members 
of the middle class in the process. Of course, this category contains a wide 
range of people: an income of just ten dollars a day places someone into 
this “global middle class”. The richest people in the Western world have 
also greatly increased their income and wealth during the same period, 
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mainly due to rising capital gains. There have, though, been “economic 
losers” along the way, namely the American and West European middle 
classes, best illustrated by the “Elephant curve” of the former World 
Bank Chief Economist, Branko Milanovic.

The table (1) shows the changes in real income according to income 
groups between 1998 and 2008. It is apparent that people living in 
emerging economies (45th-65th percentile), and people with the highest 
income (98th percentile) were the clear winners in the decades before 
the crisis, while members of the global upper-middle class, i.e. the 
developed world’s lower-middle class, were faced with stagnating or 
falling income. Although it is virtually impossible to identify the members 
of individual groups, we can say that people from countries such as 
France and the United Kingdom who receive a monthly income of EUR 
1,100-1,300 (e.g. workers in the traditional industrial sector) are to be 
found here, threatened not only by the outsourcing of jobs but also by 
robotization and automatization.

EXPECTATIONS IN THE EU

Despite the changes in income, many European citizens (48%) still 
consider globalization to be a positive process. One of the main reasons 
for this could be that the middle class in Western Europe is still in a 
relatively good position and have benefited most from the rise in living 
standards as a result of technological innovations linked to globalization. 
At the same time, the unexpected result of the Brexit referendum 
underlines the political and social anxiety concerning the economic 
stagnation of Western Europe.  

The threat of the growing challenges is perhaps better illustrated by 
the fact that a significant majority of respondents thought that things 
were going badly in their country (60%). Among the member states of 
the EU, this was especially true of countries still suffering the effects 
of the economic crisis such as Greece, Italy and Spain. There was also 
significant dissatisfaction in several West European countries (Austria, 
Germany, France and Belgium).
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GLOBALIZATION, THE RISE OF THE GLOBAL ECONOMY IS RATHER  
GOOD OR RATHER BAD TO YOUR COUNTRY? (RESULT OF EU 28, %)”

2
Source: Századvég Foundation, Project 28 survey
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Source: Századvég Foundation, Project 28 survey
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Regarding the prospects for future generations, there is a difference 
between the new and old member states, with the Western member 
states being especially negative. Most of the Western European middle 
class, the economic losers in globalization, according to Milanovic, believe 
that their children will have either a worse or similar standard of living 
compared to today’s. In contrast, the Baltic countries, Poland, Romania, 
Bulgaria and Hungary are more positive (by 15%) than the EU average. 
It is also interesting that Latvia is the only country where the majority 
(51%) of people are optimistic.

EVALUATION OF PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS –  
“DO YOU THINK YOUR CHILDREN OR THE NEXT GENERATION  
WILL LIVE…? (RESULTS OF THE MEMBER STATES, %)”

4
Source: Századvég Foundation, Project 28 survey
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HUNGARY

For Hungary the data is favorable: When ranking the 28 countries, 
Hungary stands in eighth place in terms of whether things in the country 
are going well, fifth place for how many people think that things are 
going very well and sixth place for thinking that things will be better 
for future generations. It is notable that while Hungary has the second 
largest support in terms of commitment to the EU (79% of respondents 
would vote yes to staying in the EU), the country also has the largest 
proportion (61%) of respondents who support economic policy being 
in the hands of the individual nation state.

In contrast to Western countries, the Hungarian government’s decisive 
steps to strengthen the position of working families might explain this. 
As a result of these actions, the economy grew by 12% and net real 
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Source: Századvég Foundation, Project 28 survey
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wages (with family tax credits) increased by 23% in Hungary between 
2010 and 2016.

Since 2010, Hungary has successfully repaid its debts to the European 
Commission and the IMF within the allotted time without holding back 
economic performance, and has also successfully redistributed revenues 
produced at the Hungarian market by multinational companies to the 
middle classes.

The increase in budget revenues is a result of a surplus due to favorable 
economic growth, income from special surtaxes in certain industries 
(HUF 552 billion in 2016), significant savings due to the reduction in the 
interest on the public debt as a proportion of GDP, and whitening the 
economy. The state has re-distributed this income directly to Hungarian 
workers and families with children through a reduced, flat rate personal 
income tax (15%), the Job Protection Action Plan, and family and first-
home buyer tax credits. Together, in the last year alone these three 
initiatives have delivered a direct additional income of HUF 901 billion 
to the Hungarian middle class. Free school meals and books were also 
supplied, while the government allocated a further HUF 228.1 billion to 
support families through camps for needy children and support provided 
for home creation. In total, therefore, the government has strengthened 
the middle class by providing HUF 1,100 billion annually, approximately 
3.1% of GDP. In addition to funds from the EU, these measures have 
played a significant role in the Hungarian economy becoming one of the 
engines of growth in Europe.

Most of the Western European 
middle class, the economic 
losers in globalization, according 
to Milanovic, believe that their 
children will have either a worse 
or similar standard of living 
compared to today’s. In contrast, 
the Baltic countries, Poland, 
Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary 
are more positive (by 15%) than 
the EU average.
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NEWS

JULY HIGHLIGHTS AT SZÁZADVÉG

Following the publication of the 2017 results of our EU-wide public 
opinion research, Project 28, we organized a conference on 7th July, 
entitled “Where is Europe Heading?”, where the speakers gave their 
take on this question based on the results of our opinion poll. Following 
the welcoming remarks of Tamás Lánczi, Director of the Center for 
Political Analysis at Századvég, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
Péter Szijjártó delivered an opening speech, which was followed by 
Chairman Zsolt Barthel-Rúzsa’s comprehensive presentation on the 2017 
findings of Project 28. Mária Schmidt, Director General of the House of 
Terror Museum, delivered a keynote speech, after which a roundtable 
discussion was held with a wide range of experts from the political and 
academic fields.

In mid-July, a sizeable Századvég delegation travelled to Transylvania, 
Romania, to participate in the 28th Bálványos Open University and 
Student Camp, an annual gathering in the Hungarian-majority town of 
Tusnádfürdő [Băile Tușnad]. Chairman Zsolt Barthel-Rúzsa participated in 
a discussion on the future of Europe and Director for Foreign Affairs Dávid 
J. Szabó chaired a panel on the role of Central Europe in transatlantic 
security cooperation in the Trump era. Research Director Balázs Orbán, 
among other commitments, joined a debate on nation states and 
supranationalism; Chief Economist László György chaired a panel on 
digitalization, while Senior Research Fellow Béla Bauer participated in 
two panels. Tamás Lánczi, Director of the Center for Political Analysis, 
led the assessment of the Project 28 research results, joined by Research 
Fellow Norbert Árok, Senior Analyst Gergely Berzi and Senior Research 
Fellow István Kiss.

Director for Foreign Affairs Dávid J. Szabó and Senior Analyst Gergely 
Berzi fulfilled an invitation by the Embassy of the People’s Republic of 
China and discussed Hungarian domestic politics, China’s role in Central 
Europe and the future of bilateral relations on 27th July.
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NEWS
JULY HIGHLIGHTS AT SZÁZADVÉG
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This month we organized two briefings for the diplomatic corps in Hungary. 
On 4th July, Senior Research Fellow László Vértesy presented the results 
of our business cycle research, Balázs Dobos talked about undeclared 
work and income in Hungary, and Bianka Speidl, Senior Researcher of 
the Migration Research Institute, summarized the conclusions of her 
interviews from Lebanon and Syria on the fate of Christians in the Middle 
East. On 26th July, we carried on with the latest findings of the business 
cycle research, while Gergely Deák gave a presentation on the situation 
of Hungarian small and medium-sized enterprises in the automotive 
industry, and Sándor Gallai, Academic Director of the Migration Research 
Institute, gave a detailed report on the Hungarian V4 presidency.
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